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—
Much more than just details:
INEO BRIGHT flush plates for

toilets and urinals.

THE MODERN BATHROOM
EXTREMELY INDIVIDUAL
—02

Show me your bathroom and I‘ll tell you who you are: Bathroom design has never been as indi-

vidual as it is today. It reflects our style down to the last detail. SANIT flush plates are therefore 

made to perfectly meet personal requirements. They combine a clear use of forms, conceptual 

design and the most modern flushing technology. High-quality materials and an attractive range 

of colors add more highlights. Whether in the private or (semi-) public area, whether for new buil-

dings, renovations or retrofitting - with our flush plates for toilets and urinals, modern bathroom 

design is more individual than ever.

SANIT FLUSH PLATES
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Shapes, colors, materials. With our flush plates for toilets 
and urinals, you have the choice. Thanks to several 
design lines, you will find exactly the look that suits your 
bathroom. From businesslike to bold, from minimalist 
to elegant. The colors range from brilliant white to matt 
chrome gray down to the deepest black. Your taste also 
decides when it comes to the material: plastic or scratch-
resistant thermoset? Glass or stainless steel? Create sur-
prising design effects that convince from the first glance 
and the first touch.

—
INEO BRIGHT

(Urinal)

—
INEO BRIGHT (WC)

—
CEDO

—
SCOP

—
LIS with illumination

PLASTIC

ALPINE WHITE

CHROME

MATT CHROME

MATT BLACK

THERMOSET

ALPINE WHITE

BLACK
—

Noble and timeless: the new materials
for modern bathroom design.

STAINLESS 
STEEL

BLACK

GLASS

WHITE

BLACK

ANTHRACITE

STONE

GRANITE,
BLACK



INEO BRIGHT 
EXCITINGLY PRECISE DESIGN
—

SANIT FLUSH PLATES
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— expressive, innovative design for toilets and urinals

— available in different materials and colors

—
Black thermoset, cool 
and scratch-resistant: 

the INEO BRIGHT toilet 
flush plate with a
chromium plated
decorative frame.

A clear commitment to the distinctive and precise shape: INEO BRIGHT is a visual exclamation 

mark that attracts attention. Thanks to the modular structure, you can create a new, customized 

look in no time. Simply replace the front panel and be done with it. 

— easily replaceable components for individual looks

— particularly scratch-resistant in the thermoset and   
 glass version

—
A visual exclamation 

mark catching the eye: 
INEO BRIGHT in the 

private bathroom. 

—
Black glass, exclusive and 
elegant: the INEO BRIGHT 
urinal flush plate with but-
ton in stainless steel look.
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— automatic flush actuation for toilet and urinal

— user-specific settings via maintenance and service   
 remote control

INEO BRIGHT INFRARED CONTROL 
PLEASANTLY CONTACTLESS
—

—
Hygienic and convenient: 
the INEO BRIGHT infrared 
urinal control is ideal, 
especially in semi-public 
and public areas.

—
Function meets design: 
INEO BRIGHT is even 
more impressive with 
infrared flush actuation.

It couldn‘t be more convenient and hygienic: flush control via infrared sensor for toilets and uri-

nals. Every user is reliably recognized and the flush triggered automatically, without any contact. 

The ideal solution for use in semi-public and public areas.

— mains connection or battery operation possible

— can be retrofitted in existing systems
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— for flush-mounted built-in design, with high-gloss   
 chromium plated metal frame

— available with lighting function (as night light,   
 sensor-controlled, LED light strip in six colors and   
 adjustable lighting duration)

— design element of glass, slate, granite or of
 customized design  

— push buttons in alpine white, black, chrome and
 matt chrome

LIS (WITH AND WITHOUT LIGHTING) 
IMPRESSIVELY PERSONAL
—

Much more than a control element: an impressive individual piece of design. The LIS flush plate 

for toilets is open to your ideas. Its striking square design element may be designed with glass, 

ceramics, stone and other materials. The optional lighting function enables additional visual 

highlights.

—
Your bathroom - your 

design: LIS stands for an 
individual look.

—
LIS with lighting,
ideal as a night light

—
SCOP

—
LIS with lighting
and individual
design element



— toilet flush actuation controlled by infrared
 sensor (dual flush)

— with function and background lighting

INEO SCOP 
ALMOST LIKE MAGIC
—

—
SCOP, with optional
logo laser engraving

—
Glass and light, magically 
united: INEO SCOP flush 
plate for the toilet.

Deep black glass, atmospheric radiant edge of light - this is how the INEO SCOP toilet flush plate 

is impressive. An almost magical highlight in the bathroom. With infrared control for contactless 

and hygienic operation.

SANIT FLUSH PLATES
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— individual logo laser engraving possible

— seven light colors to choose from: red, green,
 blue, green-yellow, magenta, azure, cool white

—
SCOP



SANIT FLUSH PLATES

CEDO AND LOS 
THE MINIMALIST WAY
—

Two designs, one formula: pure elegance, puristic and yet elegantly presented. While CEDO 

stands out with its round buttons, LOS fascinates with its square buttons in a businesslike-gra-

phic look. The practical benefits are not neglected, thanks to on-wall installation, low installation 

height and water-saving dual flush technology.
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CEDO toilet flush plate

— discreet, round buttons

— classic, with chrome-plated decorative
 frame

— available in alpine white, matt chrome
 and matt black

LOS toilet flush plate

— stylishly integrated square buttons

— striking accents through bi-colour versions

— available in alpine white, black, chrome,
 matt chrome and colour combinations

—
Clear design language: 
the right type for every 

bathroom.

—
Good taste catches the 
eye: the CEDO and LOS 
flush plates are im-
pressive.
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SWING AND SWING SANPURE® 
MOVING AND HARMONIOUS
—

SWING stands for movement: the flush is actuated by rocking technology, and that in small or 

large volumes, depending on the direction of the rocking. Thanks to the flush-mounted ins-

tallation the flush plate also fits harmoniously in the bathroom design. The SWING SANPURE® 

variant ensures a plus in hygiene when using it.

SWING toilet flush plate 

— narrow high-quality metal frame

— available in alpine white

— with water-saving dual flush system

SWING with SANPURE® coating

— with a durable antibacterial surface coating made
 of SANPURE®

— reduces the multiplying of dangerous germs

— particularly suitable for age-appropriate facilities
 and clinics

— made of high-quality stainless steel

—
Hygienic and easy to use: 
thanks to the SANPURE® 
coating, SWING is ideal for 
age-appropriate
bathrooms.

—
Simply rock it up or 
down: The SWING and 
SWING SANPURE® flush 
plates.
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S 706 FLUSH-MOUNTED FOR
TOILET AND URINAL 
SUBTLE ELEGANCE
—

The S 706 flush plates have everything you can expect from a versatile design line for 

toilets and urinals: harmonious design, especially for large-format wall surfaces, high-qua-

lity materials, practical everyday features. Whether flush plate for the toilet or urinal - the 

flush-mounted design is both subtle and elegant. 

S 706 toilet flush plate

— round push buttons, arranged harmoniously

— elegant mounting frame made of stainless steel

— water-saving dual flush system

— made of glass, stainless steel or plastic

— available in white, black, chrome, matt chrome
 and stainless steel

Urinal flush plate

— with mounting frame made of stainless steel

— particularly easy to clean

— made of glass or plastic

— available in alpine white, white and black

—
Flush-mounted design, 

ideal for smooth walls: the 
S 706 flush plate for the 

toilet and urinal.
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S 706 AND 704 
STRIKINGLY FUNCTIONAL
—

These variants are particularly suitable for places where the users need some assistance. 

The curved, round buttons are easily recognizable, their arrangement and different sizes 

illustrate the functionality of the dual flush system. Another visual operating aid is possi-

ble by way of color combinations. The S 704 with single flush system and safety screw is 

ideal for public areas.

S 706 toilet flush plate

— easy-to-understand button arrangement for
 dual flushing

— available in alpine white, chrome and matt chrome

— proven color combinations for kindergartens
 and retirement or nursing homes

S 704 toilet flush plate

— for single flushing system

— with safety screw (for use in public areas)

— available in alpine white and stainless steel

—
Easy and safe to use: The 
well thought out design of 
the S 706 and S 704 flush 
plates makes it possible.
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VERSION MATERIAL CHROMIUM PLATED COLOUR CODE NO.

WC FLUSH PLATE

202 X 145 mm

PLASTIC ALPINE WHITE 16.750.01..0000

CHROME 16.750.81..0000

MATT CHROME 16.750.93..0000

MATT BLACK 16.750.56..0000

THERMOSET ALPINE WHIITE 16.751.01..0000

BLACK 16.751.82..0000

WHITE/MATT CHROME 16.751.S7..0000

BLACK/MATT CHROME 16.751.S5..0000

GLASS WHITE 16.752.01..0000

BLACK 16.752.C8..0000

ANTHRACITE 16.752.41..0000

STAINLESS STEEL BRUSHED 16.761.00..0000

URINAL FLUSH PLATE

125 X 145 mm

PLASTIC ALPINE WHITE 16.090.01..0000

CHROME 16.090.81..0000

MATT CRHOME 16.090.93..0000

MATT BLACK 16.090.56..0000

GLASS WHITE 16.092.C9..0000

BLACK 16.092.C8..0000

ANTHRACITE 16.092.41..0000

STAINLESS STEEL BRUSHED 16.093.00..0000

LIST OF PRODUCTS: INEO BRIGHT (HAND OPERATED)

DECORATIVE FRAME

WC flush plates can be used for SANIT concealed cisterns with small access opening, dual flush and flexible cable technology.
Urinal flush plates for SANIT urinal cartridge valve technology.

VERSION MATERIAL CHROMIUM PLATED COLOUR CODE NO.

BATTERY

202 X 145 mm

PLASTIC ALPINE WHITE 16.759.01..0000

CHROME 16.759.81..0000

THERMOSET ALPINE WHITE 16.762.01..0000

STAINLESS STEEL BRUSHED 16.759.00..0000

MAINS SUPPLY

202 X 145 mm

PLASTIC ALPINE WHITE 16.757.01..0000

CHROME 16.757.81..0000

THERMOSET ALPINE WHITE 16.758.01..0000

STAINLESS STEEL BRUSHED 16.757.00..0000

LIST OF PRODUCTS: INFRARED WC CONTROL SYSTEM INEO BRIGHT

DECORATIVE FRAME

WC flush plates can be used for SANIT concealed cisterns with small access opening, dual flush and flexible cable technology.
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VERSION MATERIAL CHROMIUM PLATED COLOUR CODE NO.

FOR VARIOUS VOLTAGE
SUPPLIES*

125 X 145 mm

PLASTIC ALPINE WHITE 16.094.01..0000

CHROME 16.094.81..0000

STAINLESS STEEL BRUSHED 16.094.00..0000

MAINS SUPPLY

125 X 145 mm

PLASTIC ALPINE WHITE 16.091.01..0000

CHROME 16.091.81..0000

STAINLESS STEEL BRUSHED 16.091.00..0000

LIST OF PRODUCTS: URINAL FLUSH PLATE INEO BRIGHT INFRARED

DECORATIVE FRAME

* Power supply can be selected individually: battery 6 V DC, supply mains in-series 230 V AC/6 V DC for 1-5 urinals or GLT power supply
   unit 24 V DC/6 V DC

VERSION MATERIAL COLOUR CODE NO.

WC FLUSH PLATE INEO SCOP

220 X 160 mm

GLASS    BLACK 16.746.C8..0000

LIST OF PRODUCTS: INEO SCOP, LIS

WC flush plates can be used for SANIT concealed cisterns with small access opening, dual flush and flexible cable technology.

VERSION DESIGN ELEMENT COLOUR PAIR OF BUTTONS CODE NO.

WC FLUSH PLATE LIS WITH
ILLUMINATION

182 X 214 mm

GLASS    WHITE ALPINE WHITE 16.734.00..0052

   WHITE CHROME 16.734.00..0025

   BLACK BLACK 16.734.00..0014

WITHOUT
(FOR CUSTOMIZED
EFFECT)

CHROME 16.734.00..0024

for SANIT urinal cartridge valve technology
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SANIT FLUSH PLATES

VERSION MATERIAL DECORATIVE FRAME COLOUR CODE NO.

WC FLUSH PLATE CEDO

205 X 147 mm

PLASTIC ALPINE WHITE 16.770.01..0000

CHROME 16.770.81..0000

MATT CHROME 16.770.93..0000

MATT BLACK 16.770.56..0000

WC FLUSH PLATE LOS

205 X 145 mm 

PLASTIC ALPINE WHITE 16.733.00..0012

CHROME 16.733.00..0001

BLACK 16.733.00..0010

MATT CRHOME 16.733.00..0003

PLASTIC
COLOUR COMBINATION

ALPINE WHITE/CHROME 16.733.00..0014

ALPINE WHITE/
MATT CHROME

16.733.00..0002

BLACK/ALPINE WHITE 16.733.00..0013

BLACK/CHROME 16.733.00..0015

CHROME/ALPINE WHITE 16.733.00..0016

CHROME/MATT CHROME 16.733.00..0011

LIST OF PRODUCTS: CEDO, LOS, SWING

CHROME

WC flush plates can be used for SANIT concealed cisterns with small access opening, dual flush and flexible cable technology.

VERSION MATERIAL FRAME COLOUR CODE NO.

WC FLUSH PLATE SWING,
FLUSH MOUNTED 

182 X 122 mm 

PLASTIC ALPINE WHITE 16.735.00..0002

STAINLESS STEEL BRUSHED 16.735.00..S000

WC FUSH PLATE SWING
SANPURE® , FLUSH MOUNTED

182 X 122 mm 

STAINLESS STEEL BRUSHED 16.735.00..S100

STAINLESS STEEL
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VERSION MATERIAL FRAME COLOUR CODE NO.

WC FLUSH PLATE S 706,
FLUSH MOUNTED

181 X 121 mm

GLASS WHITE 16.720.C9..0000

BLACK 16.721.C8..0000

PLASTIC ALPINE WHITE 16.726.01..0000

CHROME 16.726.81..0000

BLACK 16.726.82..0000

MATT CHROME 16.726.93..0000

COLOUR COMBINATION 16.726.BI..0000

STAINLESS STEEL BRUSHED 16.732.00..0000

URINAL FLUSH PLATE
FLUSH MOUNTED

107 X 132 mm

GLASS WHITE 16.211.C9..0000

BLACK 16.212.C8..0000

PLASTIC ALPINE WHITE 16.217.01..0000

WC FLUSH PLATE S 706

205 X 145 mm

PLASTIC ALPINE WHITE 16.706.01..0000

CHROME 16.706.81..0000

MATT CHROME 16.706.93..0000

WC FLUSH PLATE S 704

207 X 143 mm

STAINLESS STEEL BRUSHED 16.704.00..0000

PLASTIC ALPINE WHITE 16.704.01..0000

WC FLUSH PLATE S 706
FOR NURSERY SCHOOLS

205 X 145 mm

PLASTIC ALPIN WHITE / ULTRA-
MARINE (RAL 5002)

16.706.72..K000

ALPINE WHITE /
RED (RAL 3003)

16.706.84..K000

ALPINE WHITE / YELLOW
(RAL 1023)

16.706.G5..K000

ALPINE WHITE / GREEN 
(RAL 6032)

16.706.L6..K000

LIST OF PRODUCTS: S 706 AND S 704

STAINLESS STEEL

WC flush plates can be used for SANIT concealed cisterns with small access opening, single and dual flush and flexible cable
technology. Urinal flush plates for SANIT urinal cartridge valve technology.



DISCOVER MORE 
—
For more information about our products and services
as well as our company visit www.sanit.com

SANITÄRTECHNIK EISENBERG GMBH

Gewerbegebiet – In der Wiesen 8 
D-07607 Eisenberg

Postfach 1149  |  D-07601 Eisenberg

T +49 (0) 36 691 598 – 0  
 F +49 (0) 36 691 598 – 88 000

info@sanit.com

www.sanit.com
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